
orcd@mit:~# echo “office of 
research computing and data”

Basic Computing Services 
In The Physics Department

Dr. James Andrew Cuff

6th January, 2023



orcd@mit:~$ background

University of Oxford, UK, D. Phil. Molecular Biophysics, 

- Neural networks for protein structure prediction

Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Group Leader 

- Human Genome, built the Informatics Systems Group

Broad Institute of MIT & Harvard, Group Leader 

- Built the Applied Production Systems Group

Harvard, Assistant Dean & Distinguished Engineer 
for Research Computing

- 100,000+ CPU cluster & MGHPCC from scratch

Independent Consultant 

- 5+ years learning the “cheat-codes” in .com and .edu



orcd@mit:~$ history

Last Updated by AGS, 13 Sep, 2001
http://conferences.fnal.gov/lccws/papers/tues/Tues_Sanger.ppt

http://conferences.fnal.gov/lccws/papers/tues/Tues_Sanger.ppt


orcd@mit:~# echo “dec alpha”



orcd@mit:~$:
greybeard.exe



orcd@mit:~$: echo 'SELECT YEAR from PPT;'| mysql
+--------------------+
|               YEAR |
+--------------------+
|               2001 |
+--------------------+



orcd@mit:~$ jobs

Started Sept 26th 2022

Chris, Paul, Mike, Lauren, Kurt

TechSquare

SuperCloud (signif. $ and FTE)

Satori

Engaging

CC3DB



Engaging-1 – an example shared ORCD cluster

As of Q4 2022, there now exist over 1,463 machines 
in the computer cluster called “Engaging-1”

Of those 1,463 machines, 1,097 are currently 
available for processing.  Of those 1,097 available, 
797 are between 5 and 11 years old, 300 are less 
than 5 years old, and 244 remain under some form 
of warranty and are available for repair.

Of the total machines available, those considered 
viable for modern computing represent less than 
16% of the total available fleet, after taking into 
consideration damaged, out of warranty, legacy 
and currently unavailable systems.

orcd@mit:~# uptime -p



orcd@mit:~# !!

(Yes, “!!” is nerd for “run command again”)



orcd@mit:~# sinfo -a



orcd@mit:~# !!



orcd@mit:~# !!



orcd@mit:~# !!



Federal Bureau of Investigations

MIT, Harvard, etc.

Risk profiles

Academic integrity

Nation state actors

Soft underbelly of Higher Education

orcd@mit:~# setenforce 1



64 empty racks 
@ ca. 50KW
Liquid cooled racks

2.4-3.2 MW of power
$3MM spent

In place

$0 for network…

orcd@mit:~# mghpcc –list –orcd –today



orcd@mit:~$ play hua_rong_dao.wav

In the year 208 Cao Cao led 220,000 troops of the Wei 
army to fight against an army of 50,000 Shu troops in a 
mountainous area near Chibi in today’s Hubei 
province. Because of some strategic errors, Cao Cao’s 
troops were badly defeated in the Battle of Chibi, and 
he fled with only a handful of his soldiers.

The opening at the bottom of the board is Huarong 
Pass. Initially the blocks are arranged as shown here, 
with Cao Cao’s block trapped by the other nine. The 
player’s job is to slide blocks horizontally and vertically 
so that Cao Cao can eventually escape through the 
pass.

(Hint: The game can be solved in 81 moves of 25,955)



orcd@mit:~# cat /etc/motd

Do no harm

Continue investigations and discovery

Complete work on capital planning, MOUs and space planning

Staffing planning, develop budget and org chart

Explore some “cloudy” bridging options 

Run many, many Hua Rong Dao simulations



Login: orcd Name: Office of Research Computing
Directory: /mit/vpr/orcd Shell: /bin/tcsh
Last login Thur Jan  5 04:56 2023 (EDT) on pts/0 from 192.168.99.5
New mail received Fri Jan  6 05:25 2023 (EST)

Unread since Fri Jan  6 05:24 2023 (EST)

Plan:
Build a great, sustainable, reliable and professional “One MIT” 
research computing experience for faculty, staff and students

URL: https://orcd.mit.edu
RESOURCES: https://orcd.mit.edu/orcd-resources
EMAIL: jcuff@mit.edu; fisherp@mit.edu
MAILING LIST: orcd-admin@mit.edu

orcd@mit:~# finger orcd



orcd@mit:~$ echo ‘echo anyone?’ \
> questions.sh

orcd@mit:~$ while true; \
do sh ./questions.sh; done

Did anyone spot the root commands?


